
Animal Rescue Foundation of LouisianA

1) 3:30 pm - BEST BIKINI OUTFIT CONTEST 
Dogs with the best Bikini Outfit fashion that wins the heart of the audience and at 
Judges  discretion will win this event.  1st  Place, 2nd,  Place and 3rd,  Place Winners.  

 
2) 3:50 pm – BEST SUMMER OUTFIT CONTEST 
  Dogs with the best Summer Outfit fashion that wins the heart of the audience and at 

Judges discretion will win this event.   1st  Place, 2nd  Place and 3rd  Place Winners.  
 
3) 4:10 pm – BEST TRICK 
 With the audience’s help, Judge decides which trick is “best”.  

4) 4:30 pm – DOG-OWNER LOOK ALIKE 
   Judges to determine which dogs most closely resemble their owner.* Props allowed. 

 -Break-
 
5) 5:30 pm - LEAVE IT 
 In this test of obedience and will power, dogs must resist the lure of tasty treats and 

obey their handlers by “staying.” Dogs sit in front of a paper plate with their handlers by 
side.   Handlers tell their dogs to “stay” by whatever means they choose. Treats, which 
include dog treats, cheese and pieces of hot dog, are placed on the plate’s one at a time. 
If a dog breaks and goes for the treats, he is excused from the competition. 
The final three dogs remaining win.

6) 6:00 pm - MUSICAL HOOPS 
  This is musical chairs for dogs! While the music plays, handlers heel their dogs around a 

row of hula hoops. When the music stops, handlers tell their dogs to “sit” (or “down”) so 
that at least two of  their paws are in a hoop. Any dogs without two paws in a hoop are 
excused. One hoop is then removed and the game continues until only three dogs 
remain. The last three dogs receive ribbons. 

7) 6:30 pm – PEANUT BUTTER LICK    
 Who can lick the peanut butter off the spoon fastest?  
  Did we mention the spoon will be held in the owner’s mouth?

8)  6:50 pm – Dunking For (Hot) Dogs 
  Divided into 3 height categories; The first to eat all their hot dog chunks wins. Float 

chunks of hot dogs in a small tub; 5 for large dogs, 3 for medium and small dogs. As soon 
as dog finishes, handler stands up and raises hand. Handler cannot hand feed pieces to 
dog.  


